To analyze the driving behavior is important for designing a comfortable automatic driving. So far, conventional PID models was widely used to steer the vehicle. It has been assumed that the driver looks at the constant point in conventional PID model. However, all drivers have experiences that the gazing distance changes according to the travel routes, driving situations and driver's characteristics. The PID gain of the steering model is assumed to be modified depending on driver's gazing distance. The facts are familiar, but the relationship between driver's steering gain and the gazing distance has not been clarified yet. If this relation becomes clear, it can be helpful for the comfortable driving assistance and/or automatic driving systems to provide for each driver. The aim of this study is to design a steering model estimated by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) depending on gazing distance . The feature of the model is on-line measurement of gazing distance incorporating the gazing distance explicitly into a model. The isolated driving and the following driving are evaluated using a Honda driving simulator. The effectiveness of the model is discussed individually.
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(1) Fig. 1 Gazing behavior of driver. The black circle means a gazing point. In straight road, the gazing distance L is long. In the curve area, L becomes short. Distance from front wheel to COG l f 1.028m
Distance from rear wheel to COG l r 1.542m
Cornering power of front wheel K f 85,500 N/rad
Cornering power of rear wheel K r 68,000 N/rad Fig. 4 Notation of front gazing model. P is the position and P ′ is the projected position on the target trajectory. Similarly, P L is a gazing point and P ′ L is a projected point. ER is error calculation block of z L between P L and P ′ L defied in Fig.4 .
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Fig. 6 Estimation of driving model depending on a gazing distance. The dotted area means block diagram of the driving simulator. The lower part is a mathematical model estimated by PSO. L is a measured gazing distance, M is a mathematical model of the vehicle and H L is a steering gain estimated by PSO. Clerc and Kennedy, 2002 ). PSO Fig.12(a) , the error z was obtained by simulator. The gazing distance L(S r ) was obtained by a measurement device of the sight line as shown in Fig.12(b) . The variance of L(S r ) was large in isolated driving. (b) Response of L Fig. 13 Driving data of following driving. In Fig.13(a) , the error z was obtained by simulator. The gazing distance L(S r ) was obtained by a measurement device as shown in Fig.13(b) . The variance of L(S r ) was small in following driving at the corner. 14 15 Vol. 
